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HEADING OF JUDGMENT ON APPEAL.

District :- Bongaigaon.

IN THE COURT OF CIVIL JUDGE, BONGAIGAON.

Present :- Smti M.C. Bordoloi.
      Civil Judge,
       Bongaigaon.

Tuesday, the 31st day of March, 2015.

Title Appeal No. 8 of 2013.

1.  Sri Dinesh Chandra Das                             
 S/O Late Rajani Kanta  Das. 
village Kumarkata Part II
P.O. Chalantapara.
Dist – Bongaigaon.                                      Appellant

  
  

 V E R S U S

1.The Lakshmi Mandir
Kumarkata Part II represented by its 
Secretary, 
P.O.  Jogighopa,
Dist. Bongaigaon.
2. Sri Deben Das.
S/O LateIndreswar Das.
President of Lakshmi Mandir Committee.
Resident of village Kumarkata Part II
P.O. Jogighopa.
Dist – Bongaigaon.               
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                                                            TA 8/2013.

3. Sri Dinen Das.
S/O of late Gokul Das,
Secretary of Lakshmi Mandir Committee.
Village Kumarkata Part II.
P.S. Jogighopa.
Dist-Bongaigaon. 
4.Milan Sangha Club-cum-Library
Represented by its Secretary,
Village Kumarkata Part II.
P.S. Jogighopa.
Dist-Bongaigaon.
5.The President 
Milan Sangha Club-cum-Library.
Kumarkata Part II.
P.S. Jogighopa.
Dist. Bongaigaon.
6. The Secretary.
Milan Sangha Club-cum-Library.
Kumarkata Part II.
P.S. Jogighopa.
Dist. Bongaigaon.
7. Sri Raben Das.
Son of late Prakash Ch Das.
Member, Lakshmi Mandir Committee.
Kumarkata Part II,
P.S. Jogighopa.
Dist- Bongaigaon.
8. Sri Dilip Das.
Son of late Ramesh Das
Member, Lakshmi Mandir Committee.
Kumarkata Part II,
P.S. Jogighopa.
Dist- Bongaigaon
9.District Collector,
Bongaigaon District.
Bongaigaon.
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10. The S.D.O.(Civil)
North Salmara, Abhayapuri.
P.S. Abhayapuri.
Bongaigaon.
11. The A.S.O.
Boitamari Circle
P.O.Boitamari.
Bongaigaon.

    Respondents

The appeal  coming for  final  hearing  on (Give  date  or 

dates) 23.3.2015 in the presence of :-

   
                                                                

Mr. S.Kumar Sarkar.                    Advocate for Appellant

Mr D.C. Nath.                              Advocate for Respondent no. 1 to 8

Mr R. N. Das.                             Government Pleader for Respondent no. 9 to 10
  

And having stood for consideration on this 31st day  of 

March, 2015  the Court delivered the following Judgment :-

                T.A. 8/2013

     ::: J U D G M E N T :::

1.  Judgment  and  order  dated  29.5.2013    passed  by  the 

learned  Munsiff,  North  Salmara,  Abhayapuri  in  Title  Suit   no.  5/2003  is 

impugned  in  the  present  appeal.   The  learned  Munsiff,  North  Salmara, 

Bongaigaon  vide  the aforesaid judgment was pleased to dismiss the Title Suit 

no. 5/2003  on contest without  cost.

2. The facts and circumstances leading to the instant appeal 

are as follows :
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The  plaintiff   Sri  Dinesh  Ch  Das   filed  Title  Suit 

no.5/2003  for a declaration of his right, title, interest and possession and for 

injunction.

It  was  the  case  of  the  plaintiff  that  one   Debi  Charan 

Kalita, the grand father of the plaintiff  was the owner and possessor of 6 bighas 

18  lechas   the land which was specifically described in Schedule A to the plaint 

vide Touzi Number  alias Hisab No. 33 of 1363 B.S and that said Debi Charan 

Kalita expired before the commencement of the settlement operation and after 

him his wife Moneswari Das and son Rojni Kanta Das  became the owner and 

possessor of the A Schedule land by virtue of inheritance and after the death of 

said Moneswari Das the said land devolved upon the sole surviving heir, i.e Sri , 

Rojni Kanta Das.   It  was further pleaded that after the promulgation of the 

Assam State Acquisition Zamindari Act, 1951, survey settlement operation was 

conducted in the district of erstwhile Goalpara wherein the A Schedule land was 

also surveyed and during such survey operation in the year 1959 on request of 

the local people of village Kumarkata part II and Kerkhabari, a village path was 

allowed over the A Schedule land touching the Kumarkata  PWD road towards 

Kerkhabari Nayagaon village  for convenience of the local people which is suit 

road.  It was further alleged by the plaintiff that the village path was converted 

into a PWD road subsequently and due to the formation  of the suit road over 

the Schedule land,  the A Scheduled  land was divided into two parts  viz- a 

portion of land falling on the southern side of the road measuring 4 kathas 11 

lechas which is more specifically described in the  Scheduled B of the plaint and 
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the said B Schedule land on demand of the local people for the construction of a 

Lakshmi Mandir was released by Rojni Kanta Das in favour of Lakshmi Mandir 

and the plaintiff has no claim over the said plot of land.  It was further averred 

by the plaintiff that out of the remaining A Schedule land, a plot of 3 lechas was 

given  to  the  local  people  for  construction  of  a  club-cum-library  and  the 

remaining land  measuring 5 bighas 4 lathas 16 lechas was retained by Rojni 

Kanta  Das,  since  deceased  and  the  said  land  was  in  his  possession  and 

ownership till his death in the year 1976.  It was further stated by the plaintiff 

that after survey operation said Rojni Kanta Das, since deceased had patta in 

respect of 5 bighas 4 kathas of land only in the year 1965 while the remaining 

16 lechas  of land was recorded as khas land and the said 16 lechas of land was 

the suit  land which has been described in Schedule D to  the plaint.   It  was 

further stated by the plaintiff that though the suit land was recorded khas during 

the  survey  settlement  operation  in  1959-62  Rojni  Kanta  Das  had  been 

possessing  it  alongwith  his  other  Schedule  land  within  the  same  boundary 

without knowing the fact that the suit land had been recorded as khas land and 

that he came to know about such recording of the suit land as khas land only in 

the year 1970 and after acquisition of knowledge Rojni Kanta Das approached 

various revenue officers for correcting the record of rights in respect of the suit 

land in his name but failed to get any  result till his death.  On his death Rojni 

Kanta Das left behind as many as six numbers of legal heirs and all properties 

of Rojni Kanta Das including the suit property was partitioned whereupon the 

Scheduled C and D land fell into the share of plaintiff and that plaintiff had 

since been in possession of the Schedule C and D lands peacefully and 
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continuously.   It  was  also  stated  by  the  plaintiff  that  after  the  death  of  his 

predecessor-in-interest the plaintiff also approached the revenue authorities to 

record the suit land in his name,  but  failed to secure any result.  It was alleged 

by the plaintiff that defendant no.2 and 3 had been attempting to push the suit 

road towards southern side of the B Schedule land in order to extend the area of 

the Lakshmi Mandir towards southern side and the defendant no.4 to 8 had also 

been attempting to record the entire land measuring 19 lechas in the name of the 

Milan Sangha Club and for the aforesaid purpose the defendants brought the 

revenue  staff  from Boitamari  revenue circle  all  of  a  sudden on  9.5.2002 to 

demarcate the suit land to be be land of Milan Sangha Club  i.e defendant no. 

4and also attempted to fix pillar post showing a new road over the C Schedule 

land, removing the existing suit path from the A Schedule land but failed to do 

so on protest from the plaintiff side.  Thereafter, the defendant made no attempts 

until 12.1.2003 when the defendant alongwith some other persons had come to 

take  forceful  possession  of  the  suit  land,  but  failed,  to  do  so  due  to  stern 

resistance by the  plaintiff.    It  was  also  stated by the  plaintiff  that  plaintiff 

approached the defendant no. 9 to 11 again to record the suit land in his name 

on 16.1.2003, but they declined  to do so  and instead  required the plaintiff to 

release  the suit land immediately. 

                                                                                                      

 Hence in the above circumstances, plaintiff had filed the 

instant suit for a declaration that he is the owner and possessor of the suit land 

and is entitled to get patta in respect of the suit land and for a further direction 

to the defendant no.9 to 10 to correct the record of rights in the name of the 

plaintiff and for a further relief of permanent injunction restraining the 
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defendants, their agents etc. from shifting the suit road from its present position 

to  Schedule  C  land  and  from  restraining  the  defendant  no.  4  to  8  from 

dispossessing  the  plaintiff  from the  suit  land  and   disturbing  the  plaintiff's 

peaceful possession thereon, alongwith cost of the suit.   

     

3. Defendant no.2,3,7, and 8 contested the suit by filing their 

joint written statements.  Besides raising the usual pleas of non-maintainability, 

absence of cause of action, under valuation etc, defendants had averred that the 

plaintiff's suit is barred by limitation for the fact that plaintiff had been out of 

possession since more than  12 years  on the  date  of filing of  the  suit.   The 

defendants also stated that the suit was bad for non-joinder and mis-joinder of 

parties and that defendant no.1, 2 and 3 have been unnecessarily impleaded in 

the suit while the plaintiff failed to implead all the office bearers and members 

of the alleged Milan Sangha Club. The  defendants  denied  that  the  suit  land 

and the suit road formed part of the original A Schedule land and averred that 

the A Schedule land was owned and possessed by Debi Charan Kalita (since 

deceased) as Touzi holder.  The defendants further denied that village path was 

allowed to be run over the A Schedule land on request of the local people or that 

land was released in favour of defendant Lakshmi Mandir by the predecessor-

in-interest of the plaintiff.  The defendants further denied the plaintiff's case of 

releasing of 3 lechas of land in favour of alleged Milan Sangha Club or  that 

land measuring 5 bighas 4 kathas 16 lechas was all alone possessed by Rojni 

Kanta  Das  and  after  him  the  plaintiff.   The  defendants  averred  that  Milan 

Sangha Club had been in possession of the suit land since its inception in the 

year 1954,  The defendants further raised the plea that the suit is bad for non-
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service of notice U/S 80 of CPC, suit being filed against Government officials 

and prayed for dismissal of the suit with exemplary cost.

4. Pursuant  to   summons  defendant  nos.9  to  10   entered 

appearance and filed written statement raising the  pleas  that the plaintiff's suit 

is devoid  of cause of action,  barred by limitation and barred U/S 9 of the CPC 

as well as the section 154 of the Assam Land Revenue and Regulation and that 

suit is bad for non-service of notice U/S 80 CPC etc.  The defendants denied the 

plaintiff's right and actual possession over the suit land for the fact that it was 

recorded as a Government khas land and averred that a plot of land measuring 

19 lechas being sarkari khas land was recorded in the name of Milan Sangha 

Club.  The defendants while contending that the suit land had been correctly 

recorded khas land had denied the plaintiff's case of his coming to the office of 

the defendant for correction of the record of rights in his favour and prays for 

dismissal of the plaintiff's suit. 

5. Upon perusal of the pleadings of the parties the learned 

trial  Court  vide  order  dated  17.12.2003  framed  as  many  as  11  issues  for 

adjudication.  The said issues are enlisted hereinunder :

                     '1.Whether the plaintiff has  cause of action  ?

             2. Whether the suit of the plaintiff is maintainable ?

3. Whether the suit is barred by Law of Limitation ?

4. Whether the suit is under valued and under stamped ?
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5. Whether  the suit is bad for non-joinder and mis-

joinder of the parties ? ?

6.  Whether  suit  land and the  suit  road are  part  of  A  

schedule land ?

7. Whether late Devi Charan Kalita was the Touzi Holder  

of the A schedule land and he possessed the said land  

during his life time ?

8.  Whether  the  village  path  (PWD  road)  run  over  A  

schedule land ?

9. Whether 4 katha 11 lechas was/is part of A schedule  

land ?

10. Whether the plaintiff has been possessing the suit land 

since more than 50 years and whether he is entitled, to get 

patta in respect of the suit land ?

11. What other relief or reliefs are entitled to the plaintiff 

under law and equity ?

6. Having heard the learned counsels of both sides and after 

scrutiny of the evidence on record the learned trial Court vide judgment and 

order  dated  11.8.2009  dismissed  the  suit  on  contest  on  the  ground  of  non-

maintainability for non-service of notice U/S 80 CPC, which judgment  was

impugned in Title Appeal no.6/2009.  My learned predecessor-in-chair in Title 

Appeal  no.  6/2009  vide  judgment  dated  28.6.2010  while  setting  aside  the 

judgment so impugned remanded the case back to the learned trial Court with a 
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direction to pass fresh judgment discussing all issues on record ; 

Thereafter the learned trial Court had passed the judgment 

and order dated 29.5.2013, wherein and whereby the learned trial  Court  had 

dismissed the plaintiff's  suit  with cost  and it  is this judgment that  is,  put  to 

challenge in the present appeal.

7. Being aggrieved the  appellant  who was the  plaintiff  in 

Title Suit no. 5/2003 had preferred the present appeal assailing the judgment on 

the following grounds amongst others. 

1) That the learned trial Court had failed to apply his 

judicious mind and committed gross illegality in passing the judgment ;

2)  That  the  learned trial  Court  failed to  consider  the  

evidence on record as well as the pleadings of the party and dismissed the suit  

only on the ground of limitation ;

3) That the learned trial Court failed to take note that  

the suit was one for declaration as well as the confirmation of possession and  

that  the  continued and un interrupted  possession of  the plaintiff  over  the  

Schedule land have vested on him title in respect of the suit land ;

4) That the learned trial Court erred in law in holding 

that the suit of the plaintiff was barred U/S 154, 6 and 15 of the Assam Land  

and Revenue Regulation 1886 ;

5)  That the learned trial Court over looked the fact that  

the  father  of  the  plaintiff  was  given  patta  of  the  Schedule  C  land  which  

formed part  of  Touzi  no.1363 of  erstwhile  Bijni  Raj  Estate  and to  record  

continued possession in favour of the plaintiff :

6) That the impugned judgment is liable to be set aside 
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and reversed. 

8. Upon receipt of the Memorandum of appeal my learned 

predecessor-in-chair  while  admitting the appeal,  being filed on time,  issued 

notices upon the  respondents  and requisitioned the  case  record of  Title  Suit 

no.5/2003 from the Court of learned Munsiff, North Salmara, Abhayapuri.   I 

have perused  the case record of Title Suit no.5/2003.

9.  I  have  heard  the  valued  submissions  of  the  learned 

counsel for the appellant  as well as the learned counsel for the  respondents 

side. I have also scrutinized the Memorandum of appeal and the case record of 

the learned trial Court which has been received.

10. The  only point  for  adjudication   that  has  arisen  in  the 

instant appeal is :

Point for determination 

1)  Whether  the  judgment  and  order  dated  29.5.2013

impugned in the instant appeal is sound  in law and  

facts or whether it needs interference ?

11. My  decision  on  the  above  point  for  determination 

alongwith reason is given hereinunder :

Discussion, decision and reason therefor

12. In order to address the point for determination so framed 

it will be necessary to scrutinize the judgment of the learned trial Court issue  
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wise and I propose to do so accordingly, addressing simultaneously the grounds 

taken  in the memorandum of appeal.

13. Issue  No.1

 Issue no.1 relates to question whether the plaintiff has 

cause of action.   The learned trial Court  in a most cryptic manner decided the 

issue in favour of the plaintiff. 

To address the correctness of the finding of the learned 

trial Court for the present issue let me revert back to the case  record.  

Perusal of the plaint discloses that plaintiff had claimed 

his title over the suit land by virtue of his inheritance from his forefather.  It is 

the plaintiff's case that his grand father Debi Charan Kalita was the  original 

owner of the Schedule A land as the Touzi holder in the erstwhile Bijni Raj 

Estate and after him title passed on to his wife and son Rojni kanta Das and 

through his father Rojni Kanta Das title  passed on to the plaintiff. It is the case 

of the plaintiff that after acquisition of Zamindari  in the district of erstwhile 

Goalpara in the year 1959-62, and during survey settlement operation,  a village 

path was allowed to be run over the A Schedule land which later was converted 

into PWD road for which the A Schedule land got bifurcated into two parts. 

The land on the northern side of the PWD road which was the B Schedule land 

was released in favour of Lakshmi Mandir by the plaintiff's father while the 

remaining portion of the A Scheduled land being 5 bighas 4 kathas 16 lechas 

remained in the possession of the plaintiff's father till his death in the year 1976 

and another plot of land measuring 3 leches was given by his father to a club i.e 

defendant no.4.
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It was the plaintiff's case that 5 bighas 4 kathas 16 lechas 

remained in his continuous and uninterrupted possession since the time of his 

father though 16 lechas of land was recorded as khas land, the knowledge of 

which he had acquired in the year 1970.  The plaintiff further averred that the 

defendant no.2 and 3 and the defendant no.4 to 8 had been attempting to take 

possession over the 16 lechas of suit land which had been wrongly recorded 

khas and hence he has filed the instant suit.

On  the  other  hand,  the  defendant  while  denying  the 

plaintiff's case of his forefather being the owner and possessor of A Schedule 

lands, denied further the released of any land by the plaintiff's predecessor-in-

interest in favour of Lakshmi Mandir defendant no.1or defendant no. 4 Milan 

Sangha Club.  

                                  State-defendants, on the other hand, averred that the suit  

land was correctly recorded khas land and that plaintiff ought not to have slept 

tight after acquisition of knowledge that his land had been wrongly recorded 

khas. Defendants prays for dismissal of the suit.

                                      Perusal of the rival contention of either parties disclose  

that a substantial question for adjudication had been raised by the plaintiff in 

respect of his title over the suit land which had been allegedly recorded 'khas' 

land.  Plaintiff had averred that he has been in continuous possession of the suit 

land without  interruption  and accordingly title  has  nevertheless  flowed unto 

him.   The   defendants  had  denied  the  above  material  fact  pleaded  by  the 

plaintiff.   

It is well settled  that cause of action is a bundle of facts 
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and that a cause of action arises when one material fact is agitated by one and 

denied by the other.  In the instant case, as stated above, the plaintiff's claim of 

his title  over the suit  land by continuous,  uninterrupted possession since his 

days of his forefather is denied by the defendants side, giving rise to a cause of 

action for the suit.

In  view of the above discussion,  I  am but  to  hold that 

there is a cause of action and  I concur with the findings of the learned trial 

Court in respect of the present issue. 

14. Issue no.2,6,7,8,9,10  had been discussed  by the learned 

trial Court together for the sake of convenience and dismissed the suit in the 

result  on the ground of non maintainability.  However, the issue aforesaid are 

addressed separately. 

15. Issue No.2

Issue no.2 relates to the question of  maintainability of the 

suit.

Learned counsel for the respondents  during the course of 

argument had submitted that  suit  is barred U/S 154 of the Assam Land and 

Revenue Regulation 1886 and the learned trial Court has properly appreciated 

the said fact and the question of reversal of the impugned judgment does not 

arise. 

Controverting the above submissions learned counsel for 

the appellant submits that the bar U/S 154 of Assam Land and Revenue 
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Regulation  1886   (hereinafter  referred  as  as  Regulation  for  short)  will  not 

operate  in   the  instant  case  as  the  plaintiff  has  brought  about  a  suit  for 

declaration of his title  on the ground of the acquisition of his title  from his 

forefather and by virtue of long, continuous, open and uninterrupted possession 

over the suit land. 

 Learned counsel for the appellant further to bring home 

the point placed reliance on the judgment of the Hon'ble Gauhati High Court 

reported in (1984) 2 GLR 8 in the case of K A Trily Tariang vs U.Resdrikson 

Lyngdoh. 

Learned counsel for the appellant drawing the attention of 

this  Court  to  the  para 26 of the  case  (supra)  urged that  section 154 (1) the 

Regulation do not preclude the Civil Court to entertain suit based on title to the 

property and that declaration of title to immoveable properties is out of bound 

for the revenue Court and the learned trial Court had erred in law in holding the 

suit  as  one barred U/S 154(1)  of the Assam Land and Revenue Regulation, 

1886.

In order to address the above contention let me take up 

quick glance at the provisions of section 154  of the Assam Land and Revenue 

Regulation, 1886 which is reproduced hereinunder for the sake of convenience.

'' 154. Matters exempted from cognizance of Civil Court –  

(1) Except when otherwise expressly provided in this Regulation, or in rules 

issued under this Regulation, or in rules issued under this Regulation, no Civil 

Court shall exercise jurisdiction in any of the following ----
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(a) questions as to the validity or effect of any settlement, 

or as to whether the conditions of any settlement are still 

in force ;

(b) questions as to the amount of revenue tax, cess or rate  

to be assessed ; and the mode, or principle of 

assessment ;

(c) the formation of the record-of-rights or the 

preparation,signing, or alteration of any document 

contained therein ;

(d) claims of persons to perfect partition ;

(e)  claims of  persons  to  imperfect  partition,  except  in  

cases in which a perfect partition could not be claimed  

from, and been refused by, the revenue authorities on the 

ground that the result of such partition would be to form 

a separate estate liable for an annual amount of revenue 

less than five rupees ;

(f) the distribution of the land or allotment of the revenue 

on partition ;

(g) claims connected with, or arising out of the collection 

of land revenue, or any process for the recovery of an  

arrear of land revenue or any other enactment for the time 

being in force, realisable as an arrear of land revenue ;

(h) claims to occupy or resort to lands under Sections 13 

and 14, and disputes as to the use and enjoyment of such 

lands, between persons permitted to occupy or resort to  

the same ;
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(i) claims to have an allotment made under Section 13 or 

Section 14, and objection to the making of such 

allotment ;

(j) claims to a remission or refund of any revenue, cess, 

tax, rate, fee of fine payable or paid under this Regulation 

or liable under any enactment for the time being in force 

as an arrear of land revenue ;

(k)claims to  set  aside a decision passed in accordance  

with an award of arbitrators ;

(l)  claims  to  any  office  connected  with  the  revenue,  

administration or to any emolument appertaining  to such 

office or in respect of any injury caused by exclusion,  

suspension or removal therefrom ;

(m)  any  matter  respecting,  which  an  order  expressly  

declared by this  Regulation to  be  final,  subject  to  the  

  provisions of Section 151, has been passed ;

(n) any matter regarding ejectment of any person from a 

land over which no persons has accrued that right of a  

proprietor,  land-holder  or  settlement-holder  and  the  

disposal  of  any  crop  raised  or  any  building  or  other  

construction  erected  without  authority  on  such  land.  

          Now, perusal of the plaint  disclose that plaintiff has 

claimed his title over the suit land on the basis of his title traceable through his 

forefather since the time of the erstwhile Bijni Raj Estate and by long 
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uninterrupted and continuous possession.  It is also the plaintiff's case that his 

land which had been inherited from his forefather was wrongly recorded khas 

despite he having title thereto and after acquisition of knowledge of the same 

being made khas, he had been possessing it openly and with a hostile animus 

against the paramount owner i.e State. It is not the case of the plaintiff that he is 

raising a question as to the validity of any settlement operation or the settlement 

of record of rights in respect of suit land.  At the risk repetition it is again said 

that the plaintiff is only claiming his title over the suit land and accordingly in 

my measured opinion  the bar U/S 154 of the  Regulation, 1886 will not come 

into operation herein. 

 Accordingly, the contention of the learned counsel for the 

respondent do not hold good ground.  Further there is also no pleading by the 

respondent  side  as  to  how  the  suit  is  barred  U/S  9  of  the  Code  of  Civil 

Procedure. Accordingly, in the absence of any pleadings as to how the suit is 

rendered non-maintainable, I am but to hold that plaintiff's suit for declaration 

of his title is maintainable in a Civil Court, Civil Court being an appropriate 

forum to bring about the suit of the present nature.

  

Accordingly,  the  issue  is  decided  in  the  affirmative  in 

favour of the plaintiff and the finding of the learned trial Court in respect of the 

non-maintainability is reversed as above. 

16. Issue  No.3

Issue no.3 relates to the question of bar of the present suit 
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on the ground of limitation.  Learned counsel in deciding the issue no.3 held 

that any declaratory suit ought to be filed within 3 (three) years from the date of 

accrual of cause of action and that since the plaintiff could know about the suit 

land being made 'khas' in the year 1970, the failure of the plaintiff to bring about 

the suit within three years therefrom, for declaration of his title, has rendered 

the suit bad.

Limitation is a mixed question of law and facts  and to 

addressing of issue no.3 would require this Court to peruse the evidence on 

record meticulously.

 PW 1 in his evidence stated that his grand father was the 

owner and possessor of 6 bighas 18 kathas 18 dhurs of land in the erstwhile 

Bijni  Raj  Estate  vide  Touzi  no.  33  of  1363  BS  and  in  support  thereof  he 

exhibited Ext 2 being the Touzi standing in the name of his grand father.  

PW 1 stated that after his grandfather  Debi Charan Kalita 

the said land was exclusively owned and possessed by his father and thereafter 

on the death of his father the same got transferred to his legal heirs including the 

plaintiff.  PW 1 further stated that 4 kathas 11 lechas of land out of land in Ext 2 

was delivered to Lakshmi Mandir viz defendant no.1 and another plot of land 

measuring 3 lechas was gifted in favour of defendant no.4 by his father.  PW 1 

further stated that the A Scheduled land was bifurcated by a path way which was 

allowed to come into existence at the instance of the local people of the village 

and that land measuring 5 bighas 4 kathas 16 lechas remained in possession of 

his father since then.  
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The testimony of PW 1 that  the B scheduled land was 

gifted in favour of the defendant no.1 and another plot measuring 3 lechas was 

transferred  in  favour  of  defendant  no.4  remained  unrebutted.   Though  the 

defendant side forwarded suggestion as to the incorrectness of such fact, but 

failed to probabation the same and accordingly the said evidence stood firm. . 

That the land measuring 5 bighas 4 kathas 16 lechas i.e the D Schedule land was 

an agricultural land and that it was in possession of the plaintiff's father also 

could not be dislodged by the defendant side during cross-examination.

 

                      At this juncture learned counsel for the respondent takes 

this Court to the cross-examination of PW 4 wherein there was a disclosure 

made by PW 4 that he was aged 50 years at the time of his deposing in the 

Court and that he had seen the alleged Club i.e Milan Sangha/defendant no.4  on 

the disputed land and submits that since the plaintiff's own witness had stated 

that he had seen the alleged Club over more than 50 years, the plaintiff's case 

fails.

On the scrutiny of the evidence as brought to the notice 

by the learned counsel for the respondent it is seen that plaintiff has also not 

denied the existence of the alleged Club since 1959-62.  PW 1 has stated that 

the alleged Club was in existence ever since the days of  his father Rojni Kanta 

Das  and  his  father  had  transferred  his  land  measuring  3  lechas   which  is 

contiguous to the D Schedule land in favour of the alleged Club.  Hence the 

witnessing of the existence of the alleged Club since over 50 years do not 
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demolish the firm evidence of the plaintiff's open and continuous occupation of 

the Schedule D lands since the time of his fore fathers.  

From the perusal of the evidence of PW 1 it is seen that 

PW 1 has stated that the knowledge of the suit land measuring 16 lechas i.e D 

Schedule land  becoming khas land had come to  his  knowledge in  the year 

1970.  If such argument of PW 1 is believed he has been in possession of the 

Schedule D land ever since openly and continuously since 1970 until disturbed 

by  the  defendant  no.4,5,6,7  and  8  in  the  year  2002  and  2003.   From  the 

plaintiff's  un-demolished  evidence it is seen that he had been in continuous 

open possession in a land which is owned by the Government, with a hostile 

animus against Government for more than 30 years.  

Now, suit  against  the Government or possession over a 

Government land is maintainable if the possession of the possessor ripens over a 

period of 30 years.  Even if 1970 is taken as the year for reckoning, plaintiff has 

been in possession openly ever since and his possessory title over the suit land 

has thus been perfected.  Further the evidence of PW 1 it is seen that there was 

an alleged attempt for  dispossession by the defendant no.4 to 8, which had 

clouded  his   possessory  title  which  had  been  perfected  by  long  standing 

possession, which compelled the plaintiff to bring about the present suit.  A suit 

for declaration of possessory title,  based on previous possession accordingly 

would be one governed by Article 64 of the Limitation Act 1963.  Plaintiff has 

shown that the cause of action for the suit is the date of alleged attempt for 

dispossession i.e 9.5.2002 and thereafter on 12.1.2003.

 Instant suit seeking remedy of declaration of possessory 
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title  being  brought  about  on  20.1.2003  is  therefore  within  time  in  view of 

Article 64 of the Limitation Act.

                                  In the light of the above discussion,  I constrained to hold  

that the plaintiff's suit is not barred by limitation and the learned trial Court had 

erred in law in holding that the suit was time barred.

Accordingly,  the  decision  of  the  learned  learned  trial 

Court in respect of the present  issue is reversed and the issued is decided in the 

negative in favour of the plaintiff.

17. Issue No.4

Issue No.4 relates to the question whether the suit is under 

valued and under stamped. Learned counsel for the respondent has submitted 

that the learned trial Court erred in law in deciding the issue in the negative for 

the fact that the relief of injunction is sought in the instant suit and the suit 

ought   to have been one where advoleram Court fee should have been paid. 

Non  payment  of  Court  fee  is  a  revenue  matter  and  is 

matter between the suitor and the Court, nonetheless the ground being taken, it 

is addressed. 

To address the ground so taken, the perusal of the plaint is 

necessary.  Perusal of the plaint discloses that plaintiff had filed the suit being 

Title Suit no. 5/2003 praying for a declaration of his title over the suit land with 

a further direction to the defendant no.9 to 11 to correct the record of rights and 

for permanent injunction alongwith cost of the suit.  
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The  instant  suit  is  therefore   one  for  declaration  and 

consequential relief.  Accordingly, Section 7(iv)(c) of the Court Fees Act 1870 

will be relevant.  In the suit of the present nature which comes under section 

7(iv)(c) of the Act, the plaintiff  has the prerogative to value the relief which he 

claims and only if the valuation is arbitrary and unreasonable the Court would 

revise it.

                                   Further perusal of the plaint discloses that plaintiff  has  

valued the suit at Rs. 100/- for the purpose of jurisdiction as well as for payment 

of Court fees.  The plaintiff is accordingly protected under section 8 of the suit 

Valuation Act 1887.  Further the valuation so made does not appear to be an 

arbitrary one.

Accordingly, in the above premises, I am but to hold that 

the suit is properly valued and I concur with the findings of the learned trial 

Court in respect of the present issue.

   

18. Issue no.5 

Issue no.5 revolves around the question whether the suit 

is bad for non-joinder and mis-joinder of parties.  Learned trial  Court  decided 

the issue in the negative.

                          Learned counsel  for the respondent submitted that  the 

defendant no.2 who is the president of Lakshmi Mandir committee had expired 

and he has not been substituted in the instant case and hence the suit is rendered 

bad.  

Learned counsel for the respondent further urged that the 
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other brothers and sisters of the plaintiff are necessary parties in the instant suit 

but they have not been made parties which is fatal for the suit.  Learned counsel 

further  urged that  all  the  members of the  alleged Club has  not  been   made 

parties in the suit for which the suit cannot be decreed.

Perusal of the plaint discloses that the plaintiff has filed 

the instant suit for declaration of his right of ownership and possession over the 

suit land which he has claimed to have inherited from his fore-father.  It is not 

the plaintiff's case that he is claiming share against other successor-in-interest of 

his  predecessor-in-interest.   It  is  no  longer  res  integra  that  one  sharer  can 

maintain  a  suit  against  illegal  trespassers  or  against  the  alleged  attempted 

dispossession,  that is to say every owner of a property is entitled  to institute a 

suit for the benefit of all the co-sharers. At the risk of repetition it is again stated 

that even if the plaintiff is not able to show that the suit land has been fallen into 

his share after partition, the instant suit will not be rendered non-maintainable 

on  such  failure,  for  he  is  claiming right  against  alleged  illegal   attempt  of 

trespass and illegal recording of land as khas land and not against  other co-

owners, the right of the other co-owners would remain intact.  

       

 At this stage, I am reminded of the ratio of the judgment 

passed in the case of  Ram Pasricha vs Joganath reported (AIR1973 SC 2335) 

wherein their Lordship's had held that a  decree passed in favour of one or some 

of the co-owners against an illegal trespasser does not  take away the right of 

other co-sharer even if such co-sharers is not added as a party or impleaded.  

Accordingly, the submission of the learned counsel for the 

respondents that the suit is bad for non-joinder of all the brothers  and sisters of 
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the plaintiff does not hold good ground. 

Further perusal of the case record of Title Suit No.5/2003 

do not disclose the fact of death of defendant no.2 by the representing counsel. 

Further it was not brought to the notice of the instant Court  even during the 

course of appeal. No death certificate of defendant no.2 is also found on record. 

Hence the submission of the learned counsel for the respondent is without basis 

and is not tenable. 

Perusal of the plaint again discloses that plaintiff has filed 

the instant suit against the alleged attempt of dispossession by  defendant no.4 

to 8 from the D Schedule land over which he has been in possession.  Defendant 

no.4 is the Club represented by its secretary who is a juristic person and the 

secretary  is  not  named in  person rather  is  the  office  bearer  of  the   alleged 

defendant no.4.  When the defendant no.4 Club and the defendant no.5 and 6 

being the office bearers of the alleged Club are made parties, the entire alleged 

Club is represented and the question of arraying  all the members of the Club as 

parties does not arise.

Accordingly, I am constrained to hold that the argument 

advanced by the learned counsel for the respondent is not sustainable and in the 

light of the foregoing discussion I am but to hold that the suit of the plaintiff is 

not bad for non-joinder of the necessary parties and I concur with the decision 

of the learned trial Court in  respect of issue no.5. 
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19. Issue no. 6,7,8 and 9

Issue no.6,7,8 and 9 are taken up together for the sake of 

convenience as the said issues are inter-related.

Learned trial Court while clubbing issue no.6,7,8 and 9 in 

the length of the judgment held that the PWD road over the A Schedule land and 

that 4 kathas 11 lechas land was a part of A Schedule land without giving a 

concluding finding in respect of the issues at hand as to in whose favour the 

same was decided.

For better articulation,  issue no.6,7,8 and 9 are scrutinize 

again.

 Issue no.6 relates to the question whether the suit land 

and suit road are part of A Schedule land while issue no.7 centres around the 

question  whether  late  Debi  Charan  Kalita  was  the  Touzi  holder  of  the  A 

Schedule land and whether he possessed the said land during his life time and 

that issue no.8 relates to the question whether the village path (PWD road) run 

over  A Schedule  land  and issue  no.9  questions  whether  4  kathas  11  lechas 

was/is part of A Schedule land.

PW 1 in his  evidence stated that  his  grand father Debi 

Charan Kalita was the owner and possessor of 6 bighas 18 kathas 18 dhurs of 

land in the erstwhile Bijni Raj Estate vide Hisab no.33 of 1363 B.S.  In support 

of his claim PW 1 exhibited Ext 2 being the Touzi in the name of his grand 

father. 

 PW 1 further stated that the said land was the A Schedule 

land   was  surveyed  during  the  settlement  operation  of  1959-62 and on  the 

request of the local people land measuring 4 kathas 11 lechas of land was 
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transferred/gifted in favour of defendant no.1 by his father Rojni Kanta Das 

who inherited the same from Debi Charan Kalita.  PW 1 further stated that his 

father at the request of the villagers, for their convenience left a portion of A 

Schedule land for PWD road which ran across the A Schedule land over 45 

years and another plot of 3 lechas of land was given in favour of defendant no.4/ 

Club.  This evidence of PW 1 was supported by PW 3 and PW 4 as well.

Defendants  side  during  cross-examination  failed  to 

demolish the testimony of  PW 1 or the other PWs in respect of transfer of land 

by  the  plaintiff's  father  in  favour  of  defendant  no.1  or  defendant  no.4  or 

releasing land for the purpose of the village path across A Schedule land.  This 

part of the evidence remained unrebutted and unchallenged. 

Accordingly, from the perusal of Ext 2 it is seen that the A 

Scheduled  land was under the Touzi of plaintiff's grand father.  

Learned counsel for the respondent at this stage submits 

that the Touzi being a certified copy and non-accounting of the plaintiff about 

the failure to  lead primary evidence in respect of the Touzi, rendered Ext 2 

inadmissible in evidence.

Perusal  of  the  case  record  of  Title  Suit  no.5/2003 

discloses that Ext 2 was admitted without objection from the then defendant 

side and the said Touzi related to 1363 B.S. Hence objecting to the admission of 

such secondary evidence at this appellate stage is not sustainable.  Accordingly, 

from the cojoint reading of Ext 2 and Ext 3 that  Schedule A land is the land of 

Debi Charan Kalita stands proved.  That the suit land and suit road are part of A 

Schedule land and that the village path (PWD road) ran over the A Schedule 

land also stands proved.

The issues are decided in the affirmative in favour of the 
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plaintiff.

20. Issue no.10

Issue no.10 relates to the question whether the plaintiff 

has been possessing the suit land since more than 50 years and whether he is 

entitled to get patta in respect of the suit land. 

Learned trial Court in one sentence  had decided that the 

plaintiff  had  been  in  possession  over  the  suit  land  since  more  than  50 

years,though the learned trial Court failed to give any definite finding in respect 

of the present issue.

PW 1 in his evidence stated that he had inherited the C 

Scheduled land and the D Scheduled land from his father Rojni Kanta Das who 

in  turn  had  inherited  the  A Schedule  land  inclusive  of  the  land  shown  in 

Schedule B, E, D,  and C from Debi Charan Kalita.  PW 1 averred that his grand 

father Debi Charan Kalita was the owner and possessor of entire A Schedule 

land, in the capacity of a Touzi holder under the erstwhile Bijni Raj Estate.  PW 

1 in support  of the above contention exhibited Ext  2 being the Touzi  which 

remained undisputed.   PW 1 further  stated  that  his  father  Rojni  Kanta  Das 

inherited the A Schedule land from his father Debi Charan Kalita and thereafter 

he transferred the B Schedule land in favour of defendant no. 1, F Schedule land 

in favour of defendant no.4/Club, E Schedule land for formation of the village 

road while the D and C Schedule land remained in his exclusive possession and 

after him in the possession of the plaintiff/PW 1.  PW 1 exhibited Ext 3 being 

the Kutcha patta in respect of the C Schedule land. That the plaintiff  or his 

predecessor-in-interest had been in possession of the entire A Schedule land till 
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the release of some portion therefrom since the time in memorial could not be 

dislodged by the defendant side despite cross-examination.

Perusal of Ext 3 which is a kutcha patta also discloses the 

prima-facie possession in favour of the plaintiff in respect of the C schedule 

land.

Admittedly,  the  D Schedule  land is  a  khas  land and is 

contiguous to C Schedule land. From the plain reading of the written statement 

of defendant no.9,10 and 11 it is seen that defendants have disputed the actual 

possession of the plaintiff over the D Schedule land. 

 But the evidence of the PW 1 that the D Schedule land is 

a  low  laying  agricultural  land  is  not  disputed  by  the  defendant  side.   The 

possession of the said land which is agricultural land could not be shown by 

construction of houses etc. But,  that  PW 1 had been in possession of the D 

Schedule land is proved by the un-demolished testimonies of PW 3 and the tune 

reading of Ext 2 and 3. 

Plaintiff has claimed his title over the suit land by virtue 

of his inheritance from the predecessor-in-interest and he has been able to show 

long standing possession of the suit land from more than 50 years.

 The State undisputedly was the owner of the suit land. 

However, the fact  which is agitated is that the suit land had been wrongly made 

khas despite the plaintiff having valid title thereto. 

From  the  perusal  of  the  Ext  2  and  3  and  the  cursory 

scrutiny of the evidence on record as discussed in the forgoing issues it is seen 

that the title to the suit land which once belonged to the plaintiff's fore father 
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was extinguished due  to  the  wrong recording of suit  land as khas land and 

thereafter  again  after  such  extinguishment,   the  plaintiff  had  acquired  and 

perfected  title  to  the  same  by  remaining  in  open,  hostile  and  continuous 

possession  with  the  required  animus  for  more  than  30  years  since  1970. 

Accordingly, plaintiff has been able to show and prove that his title has been 

perfected against Government.  

Accordingly, in the above circumstances I am constrained 

to hold that plaintiff is entitled to get patta in respect of the suit land.

The finding of the learned trial  Court  in respect of the 

present issue is reversed.  The plaintiff is accordingly entitled to get patta in 

respect of the suit land.

The issue is decided in the affirmative in favour of the 

plaintiff. 

          

21. Issue no.21

Issue no. 11 relates to the question of relief.

Learned  trial  Court  had  non-suited  the  plaintiff  and 

accordingly denied any relief, to the plaintiff. 

 However, in view of the decisions in issue no.1 to 10 I 

am constrained to hold that plaintiff is entitled to declaration of his possessory 

title over the suit land and is entitled to get patta in respect of the suit land in his 

favour.  Plaintiff is also entitled to a decree for restraining the defendants from 

shifting the suit road from present position to the land over C Schedule land and 

for restraining the defender no.4 to 10 from tress passing into  the  suit land and 

disturbing the plaintiff's peaceful possession over the suit land.

 Plaintiff is also entitled to cost of the suit.
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  Issue is decided in favour of the plaintiff.

 In the light of the above discussions, I am constrained to 

hold that the judgment of the learned trial Court warrants interference and is 

liable to be set aside.  Accordingly, the judgment of the learned trial Court is set 

aside and reversed.   The point for determination is decided as above. 

    O      R     D     E     R

22. In the  result,  the appeal is allowed on contest  without 

costs. 

The judgment of the learned trial Court is set aside and 

reversed.

Plaintiff's suit is decreed on contest with cost.

           Plaintiff's suit is hereby decreed and plaintiff's right, title 

over the suit land is declared.  It is decreed that plaintiff  is entitled to get patta 

in respect of the suit land in his favour.  Plaintiff is also entitled to a decree 

restraining the defendants from shifting the suit road from present position to 

the land over C Schedule land and a further decree  restraining the defendant 

nos.4 to 10 from tresspassing into  the  suit land and disturbing the plaintiff's 

peaceful possession over the suit land. 

 Plaintiff is entitled to costs of the suit. 

 Prepare a decree accordingly.
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 Send back the  case record of Title Suit no. 5/2003 with a 

copy of this judgment to the learned Court below.

 Given under my hand and the seal of this Court on this 

31st day of March, 2015.

                     ( M. C.Bordoloi )
                 CIVIL JUDGE,
                 BONGAIGAON.

 Dictated & corrected by me,

 ( M.C. Bordoloi  ) 
 Civil Judge,
 Bongaigaon.


